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➤➤➤➤➤ Arbinet hopes to settle minutes deals within
days thanks to GE Capital credit risk agreement
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➤➤➤➤➤ Miami NAP developer Terremark opens its
first data center in Beijing, dubbed TerreNAP
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➤ SBC Telecom joins NAP
of the Americas consortium
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The undersea market appears
to be growing ever more liquid,
with three major carriers
announcing in the past two days
upgrades or that service is turned
up on specific routes.

➤ Pangea Ltd. said Tuesday it
has brought online a 14-mile, 48-
fiber submarine cable linking
Copenhagen and Gothenburg,
Sweden across the Oresund crossing.
A separate route between points of
presence (PoPs) in Malmo, Sweden
and Copenhagen provides diversity.
Pangea spokesman Stephen Lovas

Undersea Update➦

SBC Telecom Inc., a subisidiary
of SBC Communications Inc., has
signed on as a supporter of the
NAP [Network Access Point] of
the Americas, marking the first
involvement by a dominant regional
carrier in the Miami project.

SBC Telecom is a competitive
local exchange carrier that is
entering the South Florida market
as part of an aggressive plan to enter
30 new U.S. markets. SBC Telecom
spokesman Pete Hernandez said the
company’s “customers were virtually
demanding that we join the NAP.”
He told BMR one of the first
questions prospective customers
asked was if SBC was a member of
the consortium. SBC has not yet
decided if it will relocate equipment
to the NAP facility or connect

Terremark Worldwide, Inc. opened
a data center in Beijing, the first of
several planned by the company to
serve emerging telecommunications
markets of Asian and Latin America.

The Beijing facility, dubbed the
TerreNAP [Network Access Point], was
developed in partnership with
BroadOnline, a Chinese networking ser-
vices provider. It is located in China
Telecom’s Beijing Inter-exchange Center,
a central hub where the fiber networks
in Northern China connect with domes-
tic and international Internet gateways
as well as the Chinese Internet back-
bone, ChinaNet. Terremark will offer
bandwidth provisioning, Web-hosting,
unified messaging, content distribution
and virtual private networks (VPN).

Terremark said in a statement that
its Beijing NAP is modeled after the
NAP of the Americas, a privately de-
veloped facility in Miami supported
by a consortium of over 70 compa-
nies. Terremark was chosen earlier this
year to operate the Miami NAP, which
is slated to be operational later this
month.

Manuel Medina, chairman and
CEO or Terremark Worldwide, said
the Beijing NAP “firmly positions us
to build upon this success to provide
similar levels of bandwidth access and
managed services across Greater China,
a leading emerging market.” Terremark
plans to open similar Tier-1 facilities
in other Chinese cities in the future

Arbinet broadened its minutes
exchange services to include credit risk
management with a multimillion-dol-
lar deal with GE Capital Commercial
Services unveiled Tuesday.

“This provides a means for our
members to increase network utiliza-
tion and reduce sales and marketing,
operational, bad debt and capital costs
at a juncture when telecommunica-
tions industry earnings are under heavy
siege,” said Arbinet President and
CEO Curt Hockemeier in a statement.

The relationship will allow Arbinet
to reduce the settlement cycle of deals
to within two to three days, like other
financial markets, CFO Bob Vaters
told BMR. The payment term for most
minutes deals today, he said, is 60
days after the invoice date. By short-
ening settlement to a matter of days,
he added, carriers won’t be required
to book as much revenue as bad debt.

Vaters sees this benefit as another
part of Arbinet’s promise to lower
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➤➤➤➤➤     Arbinet closes in on minutes deals ...from 1
the SG&A expenses carriers face in
traditional bilateral negotiations.
Another component of this model is
that the exchange levies a flat fee for
buyers and sellers to interconnect
via one of its hubs in New York or
London, in addition to a monthly
fee to access the service, instead of a
commission.

Prior to this deal, said Vaters,
Arbinet provided credit risk manage-
ment through a combination of
collateralization and underwriting it
themselves. (Arbinet has received eq-
uity and debt financing from a num-
ber of sources, including J.P. Morgan
and Chase Capital Partners.)  To date,
the exchange has experienced no
credit losses, and its accounts receiv-
able are about half the industry aver-
age, according to Vaters.

“It’s a very good move for them,”
Nick Cioll, senior vice president of
trading operations for bandwidth ex-
change RateXchange Corp., told BMR.
“I think they were behind with their

old model. The real issue continues
to be do you take title at all, or do
you allow the two parties to pre-ap-
prove each other?”

RateXchange – which is
partnering with Amerex Bandwidth
to broker trades – took a page from
the books of the power and gas in-
dustries, in which a transaction can
only be executed if the counterparties
pre-approve each other. The firms do
not take title of the product, but they
are considering adoption of a credit
derivative model, in which a
counterparty could elect to trade with
another counterparty if it was backed
by a recognized financial institution
such as GE.

GE will also provide a range of
back office support services, including
collections and, eventually, electronic
data interchange (EDI), electronic
transfers, and other functions.

The agreement could also apply
to circuits trading when Arbinet en-
ters that business, said Vaters.
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as well as in other less developed coun-
tries. But at this time the company
“is not yet prepared to divulge any of
these future plans or related financial
figures,” a spokesman told BMR.

In related news, Broadview Net-
works opened a Network Operations
Center in Horsham, Pa., a suburb of
Philadelphia. The company hopes the
new facility will enhance network
performance and customer service by
combining in one location “systems
and tools to test, provision, manage
and monitor our entire converged data
and voice network in real time,” said
Broadview COO Eric Roden.
Broadview is a telecommuncaitons
provider serving the Northeast.

told BMR no active trading market
has been developed along this route,
which is part of the carrier’s 7,130-
mile pan-European network.

➤ Asia Global Crossing Ltd. said
Monday it has boosted capacity on
the Internet protocol (IP) transit por-
tion of its Japan-U.S. Pacific Cross-
ing-1 backbone from 622 Mbps to
2.5 Gbps. The carrier – a joint ven-
ture between Global Crossing Ltd.,
Softbank, and Microsoft Corp. – also
said Japanese Internet service provider

(ISP) Sony Communication Network
Corp. has joined Media Exchange,
Inc., BIGLOBE, and other ISPs as
customers for the IP transit service.

➤ 360networks unit TeleBermuda
International Ltd. unveiled Tuesday a
$22-million, 15,000-square-foot cable
landing station in St. David’s, Ber-
muda, which will link the island with
the U.S. as part of the 18,000-mile,
1.28-Tbps 360americas backbone. The
site boasts colocation space, network
switching gear, and other features.

customers through FPL FiberNet or
Williams Communcations, both of
which are business partners with SBC
and also members of the NAP.

So far, 74 domestic and interna-
tional telecommunications companies
have joined the consortium. Other
new members of the NAP of the
Americas include Justice Telecom,
Eagle Telephonics, Sphera Optical Net-
works, New Horizons Computer
Learning Centers, iLEAP, Operadora
Protel, S.A., SNS Stratus Network
Solutions and CODETEL.

An interim NAP will be opera-
tional by year-end and the permanent
facility should be completed by the
second quarter of 2001. The NAP will
be owned and operated by Terremark
Worldwide Inc. and will be the
country’s first privately developed Tier
One Internet Exchange point.
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